
Strategies Applied:

• Chicken: I never buy full price chicken - it goes on sale too often. Some sales are better than 

others, but usually every few weeks it will drop to $1.89 cents a pound, and I stock up then. I 
prefer bone in breasts over boneless (see Bone-In Chicken Breasts, How to Deal with in a 
Frugal Manner) but I'll buy either bone in or boneless at this price. I portion the chicken in 
Ziploc bags, a breast per person for meals and freeze. If breasts are super large, I'll trim them 
down to about six ounces and make tenders for the kids or use the bits for stir fry. $2.49.

• Artichoke Hearts: They're never really cheap, but do go on sale, often unadvertised. I scan for 

them when I'm shopping and pick them up for $1.99 a can, usually about $1.00 off in my area. 
Aldi often has them less than the regular grocery store. Look for artichoke hearts, also, where 
your store discounts items for immediate sale. Cost $1.00.

• Yogurt: I habitually buy the large cartons of yogurt, even when I can get the individual ones on 

sale with a coupon, just because I try to avoid as many additives and as much sugar as possible 
and I find them to be a bit better quality. If I feel like a flavored yogurt, I'll add in a bit of fruit to
my bowl, or maybe a teaspoon of jam. Buy a couple when on sale, because yogurt keeps very 
well. 1/2 a cup or so, about 50 cents.

• Near Deli Cheese: This is my term for the grocery store "fancier" cheeses often found near the 

deli - Of course, if your budget allows, buy the best cheeses you can afford, but those on a 
budget shouldn't shy away from dishes that need a little more punch from their cheese for 
monetary or taste reasons. While one may not wish to put a grocery store cheese out for a 
tasting, for instance, most are just fine in dishes or sprinkled on top, and can be bought for very 
little money by watching sales and using coupons. Aldi is a great place, too, to find some 
cheeses at a discount.

• Pick the coupons up (generally on hang tags near the cheese) when you see them, not when you 

want to buy them. Sales seldom seem to happen at the same time the coupons are out, but most 
of the coupons have very long expiration dates. Hang on to them and use them when sales pop 
up. Watch your coupon matching sites, too - they'll let you know when the sale is and if the 
producer has any coupons on their websites. I've often gotten things like goat cheese, tubs of 
ricotta or balls of mozzarella, etc., for no cost or just pennies. Cost for the Parmesan, about 2 
ounces, $1.50. Canned cheese will work here, too. With stronger flavored cheese like Asiago, 
you can get by with less.

• Olives: I often find them on special around Holidays and during the summer, sometimes with 

coupons. Just like with Tuna, your pharmacy shops often have great sales on olives. (They’re 
often 99 cents at Walgreens, and often there are 50 cent coupons available.) I’ll find them, also, 
sitting in grocery carts with other items reduced for quick sale as their reach their “best by” date
– a seemingly arbitrary date stamped on the jar by the manufacturer, it seems to have little 
meaning for many items, including olives. They keep forever in the jar, and literally for months 
in the fridge after being opened. This small amount was 50 cents.
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